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CHAPTER 229
Measles (Rubeola)

and almost all their potency at 37°C within 1 h after reconstitution.
Therefore, a cold chain must be maintained before and after reconstitution. Antibodies first appear 12–15 days after vaccination, and titers
peak at 1–3 months. Measles vaccines are often combined with other
live attenuated virus vaccines, such as those for mumps and rubella
(MMR) and for mumps, rubella, and varicella (MMR-V).
The recommended age of first vaccination varies from 6 to 15
months and represents a balance between the optimal age for seroconversion and the probability of acquiring measles before that age. The
proportions of children who develop protective levels of antibody after
measles vaccination approximate 85% at 9 months of age and 95% at
12 months. Common childhood illnesses concomitant with vaccination may reduce the level of immune response, but such illness is not a
valid reason to withhold vaccination. Measles vaccines have been well
tolerated and immunogenic in HIV-1-infected children and adults,
although antibody levels may wane. Because of the potential severity of
wild-type measles virus infection in HIV-1-infected children, routine
measles vaccination is recommended except for those who are severely
immunocompromised. Measles vaccination is contraindicated in individuals with other severe deficiencies of cellular immunity because of
the possibility of disease due to progressive pulmonary or CNS infection with the vaccine virus.
The duration of vaccine-induced immunity is at least several
decades if not longer. Rates of secondary vaccine failure 10–15 years
after immunization have been estimated at ~5% but are probably
lower when vaccination takes place after 12 months of age. Decreasing
antibody concentrations do not necessarily imply a complete loss of
protective immunity: a secondary immune response usually develops
after reexposure to measles virus, with a rapid rise in antibody titers in
the absence of overt clinical disease.
Standard doses of currently licensed measles vaccines are safe
for immunocompetent children and adults. Fever to 39.4°C (103°F)
occurs in ~5% of seronegative vaccine recipients, and 2% of vaccine
recipients develop a transient rash. Mild transient thrombocytopenia
has been reported, with an incidence of ~1 case per 40,000 doses of
MMR vaccine.
Since the publication of a report in 1998 hypothesizing that MMR
vaccine may cause a syndrome of autism and intestinal inflammation,
much public attention has focused on this purported association. The
events that followed publication of this report led to diminished vaccine coverage in the United Kingdom and provide important lessons
in the misinterpretation of epidemiologic evidence and the communication of scientific results to the public. The publication that incited
the concern was a case series describing 12 children with a regressive
developmental disorder and chronic enterocolitis; 9 of these children
had autism. In 8 of the 12 cases, the parents associated onset of the
developmental delay with MMR vaccination. This simple temporal
association was misinterpreted and misrepresented as a possible
causal relationship, first by the lead author of the study and then by
elements of the media and the public. Subsequently, several comprehensive reviews and additional epidemiologic studies refuted evidence of a causal relationship between MMR vaccination and autism.
PRoSPECTS FoR MEASLES ERAdICATIoN
Progress in global measles control has renewed discussion of measles
eradication. In contrast to poliovirus eradication, the eradication of
measles virus will not entail challenges posed by prolonged shedding
of potentially virulent vaccine viruses and environmental viral reservoirs. However, in comparison with smallpox eradication, higher
levels of population immunity will be necessary to interrupt measles
virus transmission, more highly skilled health care workers will be
required to administer measles vaccines, and containment through
case detection and ring vaccination will be more difficult for measles
virus because of infectivity before rash onset. New tools, such as aerosol administration of measles vaccines, will facilitate mass vaccination
campaigns. Despite enormous progress, measles remains a leading
vaccine-preventable cause of childhood mortality worldwide and
continues to cause outbreaks in communities with low vaccination
coverage rates in industrialized nations.
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